ROAD TRAFFIC REGULATION ACT 1984 - SECTION 14(1)

CENTRAL BEDFORDSHIRE COUNCIL

(PARTS OF ASPLEY GUISE FOOTPATH NO 1, PARTS OF ASPLEY GUISE BRIDLEWAYS NOS. 2 AND 25, ASPLEY GUISE FP 2, HULCOTE AND SALFORD FP 10 AND ASPLEY GUISE FP 32, ASPLEY GUISE FP 34 AND HUSBORNE CRAWLEY FP 6)

(TEMPORARY PROHIBITION OF THROUGH TRAFFIC) ORDER 2019

Notice is hereby given that Central Bedfordshire Council has made an Order the effect of which will be to prohibit any person proceeding on foot (or on horseback or bicycle or leading a horse or bicycle where applicable) along:

That part of Aspley Guise Footpath No. 1 between Ordnance Survey Grid Reference (OS GR) SP 9365 3829 (Order map – point A) and OS GR SP 9349 3816 (Order map – point B).

That part of Aspley Guise Bridleway No. 2 (situated in the parish of Hulcote and Salford) between OS GR SP 9416 3823 (Order map – point D) and OS GR SP 4904 3806 (Order map – point E) and that part of Aspley Guise Bridleway No. 25 between OS GR SP 4904 3806 (Order map – point E) and OS GR SP 9364 3773 (Order map – point F).

That part of Aspley Guise Footpath No. 2 between OS GR SP 9404 3806 (Order map – point E) and OS GR SP 9417 3801 (Order map – point G) and also between OS GR SP 9423 3795 (Order map – point H) and OS GR SP 9388 3741 (Order map – point I).

Hulcote and Salford Footpath No. 10 between OS GR SP 9504 3808 (Order map – point K) and OS GR SP 9507 3769 (Order map – point L) and Aspley Guise Footpath No. 32 between OS GR SP 9507 3769 (Order map – point L) and OS GR SP 9508 3763 (Order map – point M).
Aspley Guise Footpath No. 34 between OS GR SP 9523 3747 (Order map – point N) and OS GR SP 9530 3743 (Order map – point O) and Husborne Crawley Footpath No. 6 between OS GR SP 9530 3743 (Order map – point O) and OS GR SP 9549 3645 (Order map – point P).

This temporary closure is required to enable works related to the construction of the new section of the A421 dual carriageway. The closure is expected to take place from 1/3/2019 for an initial period of six months to 01/09/2019 at which point it is likely to be extended in increments until approximately 01/10/2020.

There are no alternative routes and no pedestrian or equestrian routes across the M1 and A421 within the affected area for the duration of the closure.

Further details, including a map, can also be found on the Council’s website at:


The proposed Order will come into operation on 01/03/2019 for an initial period not exceeding 6 months for the dualling works which are proposed to carry out near the affected rights of way. If the works are not completed within 6 months the Order will be extended for a longer period with the consent of the Secretary of State for Transport.

For further information please contact Adam Maciejewski, Tel: 0300 300 6530, or e-mail adam.maciejewski@centralbedfordshire.gov.uk

DATED 28 FEBRUARY 2019
Priory House, Monks' Walk, Chicksands, SHEFFORD, SG17 5TQ

PAUL MASON
Assistant Director, Highways